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provide equal
opportunities for all
students in athletics.
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UCF graduates honored for their work in crossing cultural bridges

T

wo UCF graduates were
recently honored by the Greater
Orlando National Conference
of Christians and Jews at a ceremony
May 17 at the Walt Disney World
Dolphin. Josephine Chen and Tess
Wise each received the 1995 NCCJ
Humanitarian Award.
Both recipients were cited for
crossing their own culture
boundaries and going beyond their
own cultures to build bridges with
others, to educate others.
Chen has been active in her
community serving as the vice
president of the Chamber of
Commerce in Kissimmee, working
with the United Way and serving as
director of the Osceola County Public

Schools volunteer program. She was
the first elected official of Asian
descent in Florida and was later
elected president for the board. She
was key in developing the Central
Florida Chinese
Association and
the
Multicultural
Committee of
the Florida
School Board
Association and
has worked
with the
Osceola Art and
Josephine Chen Culture Center.
At the age of 52,
Chen earned a degree from UCF.

Wise is the executive director for
the Memorial Resource and Education
Center in Maitland, a Holocaust
memorial organization. She is also a
consultant to schools across the
country on
integrating
Holocaust
Education into
the school
curriculum. She
is working on
the
implementation
for it to become
part of the
Tess Wise
Florida
statewide curriculum. She also serves
on the Advisory Committee for Judaic

Studies at UCF and on the NCCJ Board
of Governors.
Chen, the sister of CBS News
anchor Connie Chung, fled China
along with her family on the first
refugee ship passing through the Suez
Canal during World War II. Wise was
the only member of her family to
escape the Polish Nazi concentration
camp to Germany before coming to
America.
The NCCJ is a nationwide program
of intergroup education designed to
build understanding across racial,
religious and cultural barriers.
Founded in 1927, it was first
established in Orlando in 1990. Past
recipients include former major Bill
Frederick and Mayor Glenda Hood.

UCF professor
wins state award
for research

S

teven Sorg, associate professor
for the College of Education,
was awarded the research
award for the 1995 Governor's Peace
at Home Awards: Stopping Domestic
Violence during a ceremony at the Old
Capitol, Senate Chamber in
Tallahassee in April. Gov. Chiles made
the presentation, commending Sorg
for the information he uncovered in
stopping the cycle of violence.
Sorg's research on the educational
needs of women who use spouse
abuse centers led to a series of
recommendations of actions for
helping abused persons. His research
is a part of the Single Parents,
Displaced Homemakers, Single
Pregnant Women grant, which Sorg
has worked on for the last seven
years.
"We found that it is a control
issue. Abused women are more likely
to return to the abuser because of
financial dependency," Sorg said. "So
we sought to explore what
educational and vocational needs
these people had that would make
them financially independent."
There has been only limited
research done in this area previously,
but studies have shown that women
who were financially independent
were less likely to return to the abuser.
"The best indicator as to whether
the women will return to the abuser or
not is her financial independence.

Please see SORG, page 3

The staff of the Office of Diversity Initiatives set up their new office on the third flood of the
Administration Building* Courtney Greene, left, graduate research assistant, Dinah Negron, right, office
manager, and Valarie King, who was named the coordinator with the creation of the Office of Diversity
Initiatives in August 1994.

Diversity office, programs flourish on UCF campus

W

hen President John Hitt
named diversity as one of
the university's five major
goals, Richard Huesman, dean for
the College of Business
Administration, took him seriously.
Huseman started a Diversity
2000 program, funded by an
Academic Initiatives in Strategic
Planning award granted by UCF's
Academic Affairs Division.
Diversity 2000 includes a series

approaches to solving problems."'
of workshops for university
The one-day workshop is a
personnel, which have been led by
hands-on experience that challenges
Patricia Fischer, director of Campus
Diversity Training at the University of participants to explore the ways they
unconsciously stereotype others,
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
uncover how that type of thinking
"Diversity involves more than
can be harmful to others and the
race and gender issues," Huseman
working environment, and learn
said. "It also should focus on
how to counteract those stereotypes
developing an appreciation for the
in a positive, helpful approach.
way all people interact with each
The workshops evolved from
other—an appreciation for different
styles of management and different
Please see DIVERSITY, page 3
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MEMORANDUM
To: All departments
From: Sharon Ekern, Purchasing Department
Subject: Contract for overnight mail

To: Faculty and staff
From: Loren Knutson, Recreational Services
Subject Coed team tennis league

The contract for overnight mail has been awarded to two companies this
year—Federal Express and Airborne. Though the prices for Airborne are
substantially less, many of you expressed a desire to remain with Federal
Express, so it is essentially up to each department to make the decision.
However, in an effort to reduce overnight mail costs to the University, we
would strongly encourage departments to test the services that Airborne
provides. Airborne will be placing drop-boxes at the same locations on
campus as Federal Express.
Both companies offer separate pricing for a.m. and p.m. service, so if it is
only essential that the document or materials arrive sometime the following
day the p.m. service would be more effective. The following is a partial list of
pricing for the two companies:
Airborne a.m./p.m. Federal Express a.m./p.m.
1 oz. to 8 oz. $6.25/5.00 8.00/6.00
9 oz. to 15 oz. $6.75/5.00 8.00/6.50
1 lb. to 1 lb. 15 oz $6.75/5.50 8.00/7.50
2 lbs. to 2 lbs. 15 oz $8.50/6.00 10.75/8.50
Please submit your blanket requisitions for overnight mail for Fiscal Year
'95-96 as soon as possible. Those of you who have already submitted your
blankets for Federal Express and would like to change to Airborne may do so
by contacting Donna Wagner, senior purchasing agent, at 823-2661 or by
PROFS-DWAGNER. (Please be able to give her the requisition and account
number.)

The Office of Recreational Services is sponsoring a coed Team Tennis
League to be played on Thursday evenings May 25 through July 13. This
league will be run under the World Team Tennis format with teams of two
men and two women playing two singles and three doubles sets in each
match.
The entry deadline is Thursday, May 18, and a team captain's meeting
will be held at 7 p.m. that day in the Recreational Services Dome. Get some
tennis friends together (two men and two women plus alternates) and get
ready for the fun and excitement of World Team Tennis.

To: University community
From: Tad Simmons, Computer Services
Subject: Registration section listing now available online
As part of the ongoing effort to make as much information as possible
about the university available online, the Registration Section Listing, commonly called the Tally Report, is now available through the World Wide Web.
This report gives anyone with a Web browser unprecedented access to the
latest information on class availability. Currently, the report is updated six
times daily, around 8 a.m., 11 a.m., 2 p.m., 5 p.m., 8 p.m. and midnight, seven
days a week.
For those people who only have an account on the IBM ES/9000 mainframe, a Web browser is available by typing WWW and pressing the "enter"
key. Please make sure you exit PROFS (Office Vision) before using WWW. For
direct access to the Registration Section Listing, you may type TALLY instead
of WWW.
To access the report, start a Web browser and go to the UCF home page
("http://www.ucf.edu/"). Select the "UCF Information" page and then the
"Registration Section Listing" to get to the request form.
For those people using the mainframe, do not forget to check the "submit" box and press the "enter" key when you are done filling in the required
information.
If you have any problems or questions, please call the Help Desk at 8235117.

Official Ballot
To spotlight
the UCF Employee of the Month
I nominate:
(name)
(campus address)
to be UCF Employee of the Month. (Nominee m u s t have been a
University S u p p o r t Personnel System employee at least t w o
years.) A n y employee, including faculty a n d A&P, m a y nominate a
candidate on the basis of job performance, dependability, attitude,
etc. A n a m e s u b m i t t e d remains in the pool of eligible candidates
for one year.
Signed:
(name)
(campus address, phone)
Cut ballot and return to personnel, ADM 230, EOM. (Mark envelope
"confidential.")
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To: Vice presidents, deans, directors
From: John R. Bolte, Administration and Finance
Subject: Contractual agreements
It is critically important that the following information be understood
and forwarded to those under your direction who may have reason to
develop or negotiate contractual arrangements with outside vendors and that
commit the university to future payments for E&G, C&G, or auxiliary funds.
For reasons unknown, several contracts signed by university officials not
authorized to commit the university to contractual payments have come to
light recently. In addition, most of these contracts did not have an approved
purchase requisition, filed in advance, to permit payments on the contract.
The university is now in the position of trying to initiate proper paperwork
after the services have been completed, in direct violation of Florida Statutes.
Florida Statutes require all contractual services be fully approved in advance
of the commencement of the services being performed.
The State Comptroller (rightfully) is refusing to pay unauthorized and
improperly processed contractual commitments. Those signing the agreements subject the university to significant embarrassment as we find ourselves unable to pay commitments now coming due. It is even possible that
unauthorized signers of contracts could be subjected to personal liability for
the commitments made.
The following rules and procedures must be followed when entering into
contractual arrangements with outside vendors which commit the university
to future payments.
1. All contracts must be completed and signed by both parties in advance
of any services being performed and must contain certain necessary statutory
language.
2. All contracts must be signed by Jack Winstead, director of Purchasing,
or by a limited number of people in Sponsored Research, the Student Center
(Entertainment Contracts), and Athletics, with specifically delegate authority
to enter into contractual agreements.
3. All contracts must be reviewed prior to signing by Beth Liberto,
university legal counsel.
4. Purchase requisitions must be prepared, approved and forwarded to
the Office of Purchasing before services are performed, along with the
original of the properly executed contract.
There are no exceptions to the above requirements. Failure of the comptroller to pay improperly constituted contracts cannot be controlled or
overruled by Finance and Accounting, Purchasing, the Legal Counsel's office,
or my office.
Your cooperation and assistance in assuring that these procedures are
followed is essential and will be greatly appreciated.

SCOTT, continued from page 5
lifeline back to the university. Be active and become involved.
2. Scholarships. If you were one of those fortunate people who attended
UCF on a scholarship it is your moral duty to give back so others who need
help can get an education.
3. If you are one of the people destined to become rich or famous, please
stand up and tell everyone you are a UCF grad. Right now, we don't have
anyone doing that and we could use the press.
4. Support athletics. This is where, I believe, the revenue to run this university will eventually come from. As the government gives the University less
money we will have to look at non-traditional places to get revenue. Buy season
tickets and join the Boosters. Get involved.
Housekeeping done, let's wrap this up.
In a few minutes a transformation will take place. You will stand with your
class, go up these stairs, shake a few hands, receive a diploma and walk down
those stairs—forever changed.
While all moms, dads, husbands, wives, kids, brothers, sisters, grandmas,
grandpas, aunts, uncles, and friends look on, they will see a brand new person.
You will go from a student of this university to a student of life, ready and
wanting to meet the future.
So let me share some sage advice from John Young, the astronaut, when I
sat exactly where you are sitting. It is this school's motto so it already has a
footprint on your destiny.
Go for it, go reach for the stars.

THE UCF REPORT

Clips
THIS ISSUE:
This issue of The UCF Report is for the weeks
of June 2-8, June 9-15 and June 16-22. It is the
22nd issue of fiscal year 1994-95.

WHAT HAPPENED THEN:
June 24,1968—Administrators, charter faculty
and staff begin moving to campus from downtown Orlando offices.
June 11,1982—Accounting department
redesignated as School of Accounting as the first
school at UCF.

WHAT'S HAPPENING NOW:
• The USPS Awards Banquet, "Castaway
Knights," will be held Friday, July 28 at the
Holiday Inn/UCF. The cocktail hour begins at
6:30 p.m. (cash bar) with dinner served
promptly at 7:30 p.m. The cost for food is $14.
Tickets will be available soon. Seating is
limited, so make your reservations early.
Awards will be presented by President John
Hitt, including the Employee of the Year award.
There will be plenty of door prizes and fun.
Dress as you were when the "ship went down."
Brian Morgan from COOL 105.9 will be the DJ
for the evening.
• The target date for having commencement
program information to the Graduation Section,
Registrar's Office is June 21.
• The Creative School Parents Association
asks that members of the campus community
save UPC symbols from General Mills cereals
and drop them off at the Creative School. These
can be used as a fund-raising project for
outdoor equipment.
• The UCF Retirement Association and the
USPS Staff Council wil be co-hosting a retirement reception for the 1994-95 retirees. The
reception will be held on Wednesday, June 21
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the Board Room on the
third floor of the Administration Building.
Faculty and staff are invited to attend. For more
information, call Sandy Hall, 823-3213.
• A hurricane reminder from Tom Gorgas,
Crime Prevention coordinator: Be prepared
with emergency equipment, such as a batterypowered radio, flashlights, extra batteries,
plywood to secure windows. Also, have a twoweek supply of non-perishable food, bottled
drinking water, extra cash, medicine and
bandages, a full gas tank, suitcases packed with
emergency clothing, and special supplies for
children.
• The Motion Picture Division will be
offering a new course for non-majors this fall
titled, "Film Appreciation." There is no prerequisite. There will be screenings of classics such
as "Psycho" and "Pulp Fiction."

DIVERSITY, continued
from page 1
Huseman's desire to bring the
diversity issue into the curriculum
of the Business Education 2000
program and to prepare the faculty
and staff for a shift in thinking on
the issue. Fischer has held four allday workshops with department
chairs, faculty and staff.
"The workshop will become
part of the Cornerstone Course in
BE 2000, but will be taught by a
UCF professor and his lab
assistants," Huseman said. Several
members of the College of Business
Administration have been trained
to conduct workshops for the class
and others on campus.
Bill Quain from Hospitality
Richard H u s e m a n , dean for the College of Business AdminDepartment said, "Attending the
Diversity Workshop was an eyeistration, d i s c u s s e s his Diversity 2000 program w i t h staff
opener for me. What you say to
members A n n e Marie deGovia, left, and Cindy Colon.
your co-workers, students or
anyone, for that matter, is
important. But how you are perceived is just as
on diversity two years earlier because of her
important. Having a broader understanding of the
extensive experience in the field. She had
impact of my words and actions allows me to be more
previously served as the director of the
effective in transferring knowledge. I have a wider
Intercultural Program (diversity) at Southern
view of the diversity issue now. It's not just about
Methodist University in Texas.
race and gender."
King and the 25-member task force and a
Shelley Park from the Philosophy Department
number of subcommittees studied diversity and
was pleased to meet other colleagues from other
attitudes on campus. The report from the task
colleges who were concerned with dismantling the
force recommended the creation of an Office of
stereotypes that impede fair decisions and treatment.
Diversity Initiatives, which was established in
"The workshop was particularly effective," she
August 1994 with King named as the coordinator.
said, "in enabling participants to acknowledge and
Over the last 10 months, King has established
explore the implicit stereotypes that affect our every
diversity teams in each of the five colleges and
day interactions with students, staff and colleagues of
each of the major divisions.
diverse backgrounds."
"There are five diversity goals, so there is a
The workshop involves role playing, one-on-one
great deal of latitude for each of these teams to
discussions and small caucuses, which help
develop its own unique plan," King said. Each
participants share their own thoughts and feelings
team consists of seven or eight people and meets
about the issue of diversity.
on a regular basis. King attends the first team
"I think everyone who attended," Huseman said,
meeting (sometimes more) to provide guidance
"walked away thinking it had been a day well spent."
and ideas as well as letting members know what
Diversity 2000 is just one step in working toward
kind of support the Office of Diversity Initiatives
the goal of becoming more inclusive and diverse. A
offers in the way of materials and workshops.
plan for diversity for the entire university was put
"I spent months talking to key players on
into action last year after several years of preliminary
campus. All have been a hundred percent
work.
supportive," King said. "A tremendous amount
The diversity issue built up more steam when
of progress has occurred so far. For instance, a
Valarie King, at that time a counseling psychologist at
number of people are working hard on such
UCF's Testing and Counseling Center, wrote a grant
issues as expanding recruitment and retention of
for a national project of the American Association of
minority students."
Colleges and Universities, supported by the Ford
She cited the Library diversity team as a very
Foundation, for UCF personnel to attend a summer
proactive group that is completely engaged in
institute on diversity planning. Requirements for
working on diversity.
attending the institute included attendance by the
"It really is important because they do touch
university's provost and three other members. Diana
everybody on campus," King said.
Velez, assistant dean for the College of Arts and
This coming academic year, the Office of
Sciences, and Janice Dossey Terrel, director of Quality
Diversity Initiatives will begin, she said, a series
Management, attended in July 1994 for eight days
of training workshops on diversity to develop
along with Whitehouse and King.
what she calls a "skill for living."
"UCF was one of 25 schools chosen from
"I'd like to see diversity not just tied
applicants nationwide. We had one of the better
exclusively to an office, but for it to become a
developed plans," King said. "It really gave us
process that is infused into our community," she
impetus."
said. "It's everybody's responsibility."
King had been asked to chair a task force project

SORG, continued from page 1

UPCOMING HOLIDAYS:
The next holiday will be next month for the
Fourth of July celebration, which falls on a
Tuesday.

The UCF Report
The UCF Report is a publication of the office of public
affairs, Division of University Relations,
University of Central Florida, P.O. Box 160090,
Orlando, FL 32816-0090, (407) 823-2504. Publication
of announcements and official memoranda about
university policy and procedures in The UCF Report
constitutes official notice to faculty and staff.
Joanne Griggs, editor
Sheila Anderson, editorial assistant
Ricardo Aguilar, photo editor
Louis Fernandez, photo assistant
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Lack of educational preparation or previous job
experience limits a woman's ability to find a wellpaying job," Sorg said.
"First, we were asked to do a statewide
assessment, then make recommendations to the
Commissioner of Education for Florida," he said.
A Domestic Abuse Advisory Committee,
consisting of nine members of differing affiliations,
was established to assist in the assessment. The
committee developed a survey that was sent out to
the 35 domestic abuse shelters in Florida.
"The survey gathered information about the
services available to abused women and about the
women themselves," Sorg said.
Twenty-two of the 35 shelter directors returned
the surveys. The surveys showed that each shelter
provided services for 576 women annually and that
the majority of women stay between 14 to 20 days.
Most shelters allow a maximum stay of 47 days. The
average shelter provides individual and group

counseling, information referrals and some form
of an educational program. Most shelters also help
women in finding further assistance from other
agencies, including child care, job referrals, job
training, job placement, housing and financial
services. But, currently, the referral services are the
bulk of assistance the women receive in
educational and vocational areas.
The survey also asked case workers to assess
the women in the shelter as to their current
education, vocational and financial standing,
reported aspirations and barriers to their financial
independence.
The recommendations by the council include
establishing partnerships between schools and
domestic abuse shelters to develop education and
vocational programs that would be tailored to the
needs of these women, offering more flexibility
and self-paced work.
Sorg was assisted with his research by two
graduate students, Melissa Thor and Angela
Burdue.
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UCF takes action to balance athletic opportunities
Editor's note; In response to the U.S. Department of
Education's Office of Civil Rights Investigation of the
University of Central Florida's athletic program, the
university has submitted a "Corrective Action Plan "
that addresses OCF's findings. The plan and the May 10
letter notifying UCF of the determinations are reprinted
below.

Dear Dr. Hitt:
Re: Complaint #04-94-2042
This letter is to notify you of the determination
of the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) regarding the
resolution of the above-referenced complaint. The
Complainant alleged that the University of Central
Florida (University) discriminates on the basis of
sex in the athletic program with respect to: 1)
athletic financial assistance; 2) the provision of
equipment and supplies; 3) the accommodation of
interests and abilities; 4) the provision of medical
and training facilities and services; 5) the provision
of housing and dining facilities and services; 6)
publicity and promotions; and 7) the budgeting of
women's sports overall.
The investigation was conducted under the
authority of Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972 (Title IX), as amended, 20 U.S.C. Section
1681 et seg. and the implementing regulation at 34
C.F.R. Part 106. Title IX prohibits discrimination on
the basis of sex in programs or activities receiving
Federal financial assistance from the Department of
Education. Athletic programs are specifically
addressed at 34 C.F.R. Section 106.41 Athletic
scholarships are addressed at 34 C.F.R. Section
106.37 (c) of the Title IX regulation. As a means of
assessing compliance, OCR follows the Policy
Interpretation issued December 11,1979, 44 Fed.
Reg. 71413 et seg. (1979). In accordance with the
Policy Interpretation, OCR reviewed the
University's athletic program in the following major
areas:
1. Athletic financial assistance - Section
106.37(c); and,
2. (a) Whether the selection of sports and levels
of competition equally effectively accommodate the
interests and abilities of member of both sexes Section 106.41(c) (1); and,
(b) Whether other benefits, opportunities, and
treatment for male and female athletes are equivalent - Section 106.41 (c) (2) through (10) and support
services and recruitment of student athletes - Policy
Interpretation.
As a result of our investigation, OCR determined that the selection of sports and levels of
competition does not equally effectively accommodate the interests and abilities of members of both
sexes at the university. Furthermore, we found that
the university is providing equivalent benefits,
opportunities, and treatment with respect to athletic
financial assistance; tutoring; locker rooms, practice
and competitive facilities; housing and dining; and
support services. The following program components, however, were not equivalent:
• Provision of equipment and supplies
• Scheduling of games and practice times
• Travel and per diem allowances
• Opportunity to receive coaching and assignment and compensation of coaches
• Provision of medical and training facilities and
services
• Publicity
• Recruitment of student athletes
To resolve this complaint, the university agreed
to undertake the corrective actions outlined in the
attached agreement. When this agreement is fully
implemented, all complaint allegations will be
resolved consistent with the requirements of Title
IX. OCR will monitor the university's progress
through periodic reports to ensure that corrective
actions are fully implemented. Compliance is
contingent upon implementation of the corrective
actions.
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If you have any questions regarding this matter,
please contact Ms. Arinita B. Moore, Director,
Compliance Division #1, at (404) 331-2968.
Sincerely,
Archie B. Meyer, Sr.
Regional Civil Rights Director
Corrective Action Plan
University of Central Florida
04-94-2042

Accommodation of Interests and Abilities
The university is not equally effectively accommodating the interests and abilities of its women
students in violation of 34 C.F.R. Section 106.41(c)
(1) because: women are underepresented in the
intercollegiate athletics program when compared to
their representation in the student body (for 1992-93
and 1993-94, the enrollment of undergraduate
students at the university was 48% men and 52%
women; for 1992-93 there were 246 (72%) males and
96 (28%) females in the intercollegiate athletics
program and in 1993-94 there were 229 (70%) males
and 98 (30%) females in the intercollegiate athletics
program) (following the investigation, the university stated that the program contained 66% males
and 34% females in 1994-95 and was projected to be
58% males and 42% females for 1995-96); a history
and continuing practice of program expansion
cannot be shown; and the current program does not
fully and effectively accommodate the interests of
women students.
To correct this disparity, the university will
submit a compliance plan to OCR, by May 31,1996,
which will result in the equally effective accommodation of the interests and abilities of women
students beginning with the 1996-97 academic year.

Provision of Equipment and Supplies
1. There is a disparity in the provision of
equipment and supplies because the women's
tennis team had the following problems: the uniforms are all one size; the equipment is not replaced
as often as the men's tennis equipment; the tennis
balls are flat.
To correct this disparity, the university will
provide uniforms and equipment to the women's
tennis team that are of equal quality as the uniforms
and equipment provided to the men's tennis team.
The university should provide a statement from the
head coach of the women's tennis team verifying
that this has been done, by October 1,1995.
2. The number of men's and women's teams
with equipment managers is not equivalent.
To correct this disparity, the university will
provide an equipment manager to the women's
soccer team. The university will, by October 1,1995,
submit a statement from the head coach of the
women's soccer team verifying that this has been
done.
3. The volleyball team has no line item in its
budget for equipment, so there is no set replacement
schedule. All other teams have a set replacement
schedule or replace items as needed. Further, the
volleyball team must use an inferior net, on which
players at times get injured, and the players' shoes
wear out and there is no replacement.
To correct this disparity, the university will
increase the budget for the volleyball team so that
there can be an arrangement for replacement of
equipment and the purchase of suitable equipment.
The university will, by October 1,1995, submit a
statement from the head coach of the volleyball
team verifying that this has been done.
4. There is a disparity in the number of men's
and women's teams on which the players have to
do their own laundry.
To correct this disparity, the university will
provide provisions for the laundering of the volleyball team's laundry. The university will, by October
1,1995, submit a statement from the head coach of
the volleyball team verifying that this has been
done.

Scheduling of Games and Practice Times
Three men's teams (football, basketball, and
baseball) schedule the maximum number of
competitive events allowed by the NCAA. Comparatively, two women's teams (basketball and
volleyball) schedule the maximum number of
games allowed by the NCAA.
To correct this disparity, the university will
provide that one additional women's team have the
opportunity to compete in the maximum number of
events allowed by the NCAA.
The university should submit a statement from
the coach of the additional women's team verifying
that this team has increased its schedule to the
maximum number of events allowed by the NCAA,
by October 1,1996.

Travel and Per Diem
Three men's teams (basketball, football and
golf) assign two to three athletes per hotel room
while on travel. Only two women's teams (basketball and golf) assign two to three athletes per hotel
room.
To correct this disparity, the university will
increase the travel budget for one women's team to
provide for the assignment of two to three athletes
per hotel room while the team is traveling.
The university should submit a statement from
the additional women's team's coach verifying this
by October 1,1995.

Coaching
Four men's teams (football, basketball, baseball
and soccer) have full time head coaches. Only two
women's teams have full time head coaches (basketball and soccer). The volleyball coach is on a 10
month contract and must teach a class. Not counting the track teams, there are nine full time assistant
coaches and six restricted earning coaches in the
men's program and only one full time assistant and
no restricted earnings coaches in the women's
program.
To correct this disparity, the university will
make the volleyball coach full time; add one
assistant coach for the women's soccer team; add
one assistant coach for the volleyball team; and add
one assistant coach for the women's basketball
team. Any remaining disparity will be corrected
with the addition of women's teams. These coaches
will be added for the 1996-97 academic season.
The university will submit a report documenting the addition of these coaches by October 1,
1996.

Publicity
Three men's teams (football, basketball and
baseball) have a representative from the sports
information office at some or all away events. Only
two women's teams (basketball and volleyball) has
a representative travel to away events.
To correct this disparity, the university will
provide a representative from the SID's office for
one additional women's team's away events
beginning with the 1995-96 competitive season.
The university should provide a statement from
the head coaches of the women's teams regarding
the name of the SID representative who attended
their home and away events by May 31,1996.

Provision of Medical and Training Facilities and Services
Two men's teams (basketball and football) have
a certified trainer available for all home and away
events and practices. No women's team has a
certified trainer available at home and away events
and practices.
To correct this disparity, the University will
assign a certified trainer to two women's teams for

Please see ATHLETICS, page 6
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Graduation Speech, Colleges of Business Administration and Engineering
General Leon Salomon assumed command of the
U.S. Army Materiel Command in February 1994. The
following speech was presented by Salomon during the
commencement ceremony for the Colleges of Business
Administration and Engineering this spring.
I was remembering back to my own college
graduation from the University of Florida. It was a
big day for me and my family. I can tell you—I
remember the day very clearly.
Like today, it was a typical warm, sunny,
beautiful Florida spring day.
Looking back, it's funny, but one of the things I
remember was that many of the graduates only
wore their swim suits under their graduation robes.
I'm clear on that.
However, I am a little fuzzy on who was the
speaker that day. I seem to remember the address as
being a long speech. No, make that a very long
speech. But I'm not too clear on the exact topic of
the speech.
Well, with those memories fresh in my mind,
I've been thinking about my address today.
When President Hitt invited me to be your
commencement speaker, he asked that I address you
from "my unique vantage point."
I've been thinking—what is it about my unique
vantage point that I can talk about? What did I want
to hear when I was in your shoes? Perhaps more
importantly, what did I need to hear when I was in
your shoes?
I know the first thing I would have liked would
have been a short speech. You're in luck today As a
general, I give a lot of speeches. Over 300 in the past
year. And one of the things I've learned is that the
brain is a complex organ.
It begins working at birth, but stops as soon as
you get up to make a speech. So I'll be keeping this
speech short.
The second thing I would have liked to hear
was something relevant. I've been scanning the

news magazines to find something that you might
think relevant.
O.J.'s trial. N o , . . . better not. Besides, I
promised this would be short.

Michael Jordon's return to basketball? N o , . . .
maybe not relevant. You've got Shaq and the home
court advantage for the playoffs.
I read that the job market is still tight.
Companies are re-engineering and downsizing.
Corporate buyouts and mergers are everywhere.
Some say times look a bit uncertain.
From my unique vantage point, I'll tell you, I've
been there too. When I graduated over 35 years ago,
things also looked a little uncertain.
But as luck would have it, two days after
graduation, Uncle Sam helped me plan my
immediate future. I was drafted into the Army. And,
it was the best thing that ever happened to me.
Really

I've gone from private to a four-star general. I'm
privileged to be part of a profession and institution
that is ranked by public opinion polls as near the
top of the most trusted and respected institutions in
America.
But it hasn't always been like that for our Army.
If you looked at the news magazines, you saw
that last month marked the 20th anniversary of the
fall of Vietnam.
When that occurred, the U.S. Army and my
profession was not the most admired institution in
the land. Times were a little uncertain for soldiers
and for the Army.
But we got through it. We not only got through
it, but we transformed ourselves into a world-class
organization.
Twenty years after having our future
questioned, we are acknowledged as possibly the
best soldiers and Army the world has ever known.
So my topic today will be about "What Salomon
considers the secret to our success." I think you may
find it a relevant and useful topic.
In my opinion, the secret to success is simple.
It's about four things, that are about one thing. And
that one thing is professional values. We got back to
some basic values.
We now teach values and try to live by a set of
values. That's the cornerstone of a profession.
Professional values form our ethical base. We're a
"value- based Army."
Our decisions, large and small, are based on
these professional values. When values guide your
actions, you'll do what's right for the institution and
the individual.
But I don't believe our professional values to be
applicable only to the Army. I believe our values are
relevant to you, no matter what profession you
pursue.
So let me take a few minutes to explain our set
of four professional values.
Before I begin, let me give you the most

Please see SALOMON, page 7

Graduation Speech, College of Health and Public Affairs
UCF graduate Mary Scott is the vice president and
co-owner of Medical Marketing Inc, a public relations and
marketing company specializing in health care. The
following speech was presented by Scott during the
commencement ceremony for the College of Health and
Public Affairs this spring.
Twenty five years ago, I sat just where you are
sitting today. Not really here, but at the Bob Carr
Auditorium. There was no place in Orlando that
could accommodate the 533 graduating seniors and
assorted family and friends. John Young, the astronaut was our commencement speaker. He talked
about courage and bravery but challenged each and
every one of us to reach for the stars.
Orlando was different at that time. It's population was around 150,000 and everything ended at
State Road 436. The campus also looked different.
We had the dining room, three dorm facilities, the
science auditorium and the library building. The top
floor was the library, the third floor held classrooms
and the second floor was occupied by dseans and
teachers. Administration was on the first floor and
the basement housed the computer labs, the radio
station and the bookstore.
Probably our most exciting time was trying to
find our classrooms, as the campus changed weekly
or looking for our cars, even back then there weren't
enough spaces, but warding off rattlesnakes. You see
the snakes would come out and curl up on the
freshly poured concrete after having been rousted
from palmetto patches which were plowed under to
make way for buildings.
Imagine going to a state university with more
construction workers on campus than students. We
had no student government, no school paper, no
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fraternities or sororities, no sports and no mascot.
Just buildings out in the middle of nowhere with
about 2,000 students who were thrilled to be going
to school in the growing area of Central Florida.
But that was then, and this is now. So, let's talk
about you. It is a most exciting time in your field of
choice. Never in our history has there been the
demand for change like there is now. The way
things were is not going to carry us into the future.
We know it, and we know we need change. Change
leads to boundless opportunities for leadership.
You have chosen fields of service which will
lead to a higher quality of life for all of us. Never
has there been a more dramatic time when you can
make a significant difference.
From the brochure it states: The College of
Health and Public Affairs is educating the leaders
who must solve the problems and concerns most
prevalent in our society today— the availability of
health care, the controlling of crime and violence
and the provision of crucial social services.
I admire and respect people like you who have
chosen this profession as your career. I don't have
your fortitude. To look at society and all the problems we have and want to face that each morning is
truly commendable.
As I was preparing for today's commencement
speech, I browsed through my book on "Commitment and Excellence" and found these comments I
felt appropriate for you:
"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go
instead where there is no path and leave a trail."
Author Unknown
"Real leaders are ordinary people with extraordinary determination." Author Unknown
This is about you and your going out into the

world. I am excited for each and everyone of you as
you rise each day to meet those challenges.
"If you help others, you will be helped, perhaps
tomorrow, perhaps in one hundred years, but you
will be helped. Nature must pay off her debt....It is a
mathematical law, and all of life is mathematics."
Author Unknown

If this is true, then this class will be abundantly
blessed.
Now, I would be little remiss if I don't do some
housekeeping.
1. Join your Alumni Association. It is your

Please see SCOTT, page 2
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People
Name: Frances Tagen
Title: Custodian
Department* Building Services
Job Description: Works in the Physical Plant and the Police
Department cleaning the premises. She does both by herself from 5
a.m. to 1:30 p.m
Length of Service: Five years
Background: Lived for 65 years in Cambridge, Mass. before
moving to Florida inl986. Worked at Harvard University. A widow,
she has three adult children: one son is a fire chief in Portsmouth, N.
H„ and a second son, who lives with her, is in construction. Her
daughter lives in Cambridge. Worked at Ryan's Family Steakhouse
for three years while working at UCF. Currently, she attends classes
two nights a week as she works to earn her GED.
Hobbies: Very active in activities in the housing community she
lives in.
Quote: "I love to work. I really enjoy being around people and I
take great pride in my work, just as I do with my work in my own
home."
In Praise: "She's a wonderful person. So energetic and outgoing.

She's one in a
million—really a
jewel. She's like
that battery that
just never runs
down—she just
keeps going. And
she's a good
person."
—Idella
Paulo, senior area
supervisor, Building Services
"She's a fantastic person and
worker. Really
unbelievable. I
wish I had 60 more of her. She's always smiling, always happy. Her
work is very thorough and she shows great initiative."
—Pat Remsen, superintendent, Building Services

*

eoMxymewti
Richard Andrade, senior computer support specialist, College of Engineering, earned an A.S. degree and an A.A . degree at Corning Community College
and State University New York at Buffalo. Andrade enjoys cross country skiing,
skating, sailing, swimming, wine making, and cooking.
Christopher Esser, senior computer support executive, 1ST, was a computer
support analyst at 1ST. He is currently attending UCF with a major in computer
science.
Ruth Freeman, instructor, Physical Therapy, was an ACCE instructor for
P.I.A. Programs at Seminole Community College in Sanford. Freeman earned
her B.S. in physical therapy at the University of Florida.
Bonnie Griffin, senior secretary, Student Internship, was a receptionist/
secretary at Jaymark Builders in Winter Park. She has three children. Griffin
enjoys gardening, dancing, and working out.

ATHLETICS, continued from page 4
all home and away events and practices beginning in the 1996-97 competitive
season.
The university should submit a statement from the head coaches of the
women's teams regarding the trainer assigned to the team, by October 1,1996.

Recruitment
1. Recruitment is not equivalent for men's and women's teams because of
the lack of assistant coaches for women's tennis.
Remedying the problem is making more coaches available for recruiting.
No specific report is required.
2. The amount budgeted for recruitment by the men's and women's
programs is not equivalent. In 1992-93, comprised 72% of the participants and
were budgeted $36,500 (82%) for recruitment, while women comprised 28% of
the participants and were budgeted $8,000 (18%) for recruitment. In 1993-94,
compromised 70% of the participants and were budgeted $40,000 (90%) for
recruitment, while women comprised (30% of the participants and were
budgeted $4,500 (10%) for recruitment.
To correct this disparity, the university should increase the recruitment
budget for the women's program to be in substantial proportion to the number
of female participants in the athletic program for the 1996-97 competitive
season. The university should submit a copy of the budget for all teams for the
1996-97 season by October 1,1996.
May 9,1995
Dr. John Hitt, President, The University of Central Florida
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Patricia O'Leary, secretary, Mathematics, was a secretary at the Florida
Nurses Association in Orlando. She and her husband have one child. O'Leary
enjoys gardening, ceramics and crafts.
Thomas Rizzo, fiscal assistant, Cashier's, was a budget specialist for the
Department of Correction State of Florida in Orlando. He received his B.S. in
Accounting at Ohio State University. He and his wife have one son. Rizzo
enjoys sports, coaching and reading.
Richard Smith, warehouse supervisor, Physical Plant, was a new vehicle
inventory supervisor for Don Mealey Chevrolet in Orlando. He earned his B.S.
in Liberal Arts/Business at Lafayette College. Smith enjoys golf, swimming,
professional ice hockey and football.
Brian VanGorder, assistant football coach, Athletics, was head football
coach at the Wayne State University in Detroit. VanGorder also earned his B.S.
in Criminal Justice at Wayne State University. He and his wife have four
children. VanGorder enjoys golf and running.

1995 Florida Film Festival Student Screenings
Friends, faculty, staff arid students are invited to attend
the screening of selected UCF student films at the 1995
Florida Film Festival.
June 10,9 a.m.-noon, free to the public, Enzian Theatre
For details, call the Florida Film Festival at 629-1088 for
times of screenings.

Surf the Net With Us
. Public Affairs now has its own home page on the Internet.
You can call up the following:
Public Affairs World Wide Web Addresses (URLs)
Public Affairs Home Page* - http://www.oir.ucf.edu/public_affairs/
Calendar - http:/ / www.oir.ucf.edu/public_affairs/Calendar.html
UCF Report - http:/ / www.oir.ucf.edu/public_affairs/UCFReport/
UCFReportMain.html
Experts Guide - http://www.oir.ucf.edu/public_affairs/experts/
ExpertGuideIndex.html
Fact Finder - http://www.oir.ucf.edu/public_affairs/FFindex.html
Pegasus magazine - http://www.oir.ucf.edu/public_affairs/alumni/
pegasusmag/
* All related sites can be accessed via the Public Affairs Home Page
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CLASSIFIED
896-9525.

For sale/rent
Basic Transportation, 1978 Chevy Malibu or 981
Plymouth Champ. Looks rough, mechanically well
maintained, runs well. Your choice, $750. 834-0106.
China Cabinets, 2 ; one has glass doors on top, solid
doors on bottom, drawer in middle; other has shelves top
and bottom and drawer in middle; both have lights.
Original costs, $450, asking $75 for both. Moving must
sell. Fern, 366-5095.

m

Eureka 6-man tent, only used once, $200. Man and
woman's snorkel gear, $75; 2 life vests, $20; drawing table,
$25. Jeff, 823-5880 or 249-0816.

,

Exer-Climb Hydraulic Miali Stepper, $50. Like new,
hardly used. Picture available. Donna, 658-6834.
Home for sale, a unique enviroment in Old Oviedo.
Artist's home, 1,200 sq. ft., multi-level studio/workshop/
apartment under canopy of trees on approximately one
acre. Courtyard, pool, spa, Mexican tile, Florida porch,
privacy. $170,000's. 365-7871.

•

•

Honda Accord LXi, '86, 3 D, auto, 4 cly., p/1, c/c, p / s , p /
w, a/c, AM/FM, 126K. $2,600 OBO. 366-6122.
House for sale, Apopka area, nice 3/2 on large lot with
fenced backyard across from Dream Lake Elementary
School and within walking distance to Apopka Middle
and High Schools. $58,000. 823-6114 or 884-7642.

m

House for sale, Alafaya Woods, 3 / 2 / 2 , living room,
dining room, eat-in kitchen. Walk to elementary school.
$87,000. Julio, 823-1247 or 365-0717.

.

•

i

House for sale, 2 miles from UCF, quiet neighborhood,
large lot, income potential. Must sell. Tri-level 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, potential fourth bedroom or small
home theater (already wired). Fern, 366-5095 or 823-6277.
House for sale, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, F/R, W/FP, screened
porch, eat-in kitchen, L/R, large treed lot in Oviedo.
$100,000. 823-6268.

»

f

•

House for sale, truly unique house on 2 plus wooded
acres. Four fireplaces, enclosed lap pool. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. Lots of unusual and antique extras with some builtins. Really must see to believe. 3 minutes from UCF.
$199,900. Robin, 277-4000.
Indoor, mechanical baby swing, works perfectly. $20.
Like new Stamina-99Q Stepper, fitness monitor, excellent
condition, $65 OBO. Jenny Lynn spool baby crib, with
mattress, sheets and bumper pad, $65 OBO. All items in
good condition. 365-7105 or leave message.

Lakefront home for sale, Lake Lancaster, private oasis
downtown. 4 bedroom, 3 bath, convenient to expressway
• to UCF, hardwood floors and Hunter ceiling fans
throughout, 2-car attached garage with electric door and
keyless entry. Security system. Sunroom opens to deck.
Gazebo. Professionally landscaped with irrigation system.
• Must sell. 1308 Briercliff Drive, Orlando 32806. $338,000.

Lakefront home, UCF area, 3 bedrooms, 2-1 / 2 baths, on
13 acre, spring-fed lake. Quiet neighborhood, large yard
w / fruit trees, 400 sq. ft. screened porch, hardwood floors.
Lots of extras. $153,000. 366-7365.
Liberty Mobile Home, 5.27 acres, Oviedo area, 14"x70", 2
greenhouses, workshop, zoned agriculture, good for
horse lovers. 10 minutes from UCF. $79,000. Anytime, 8864928.
Mazda MPR, '90, absolutely mint condition, champagne
exterior, cocoa interior, all the toys, fully loaded, 7
passenger, captain's chair, dual air, new tires, only 55K
miles. A must see, must sell. Sacrifice, $10,900 OBO. Steve,
823-5555 or 321-7167.
Ocean-front condo for rent—3 bedrooms, 3 baths, at
Daytona Beach Shores. Unfurnished, a year's lease. An
hour and 10 minutes from UCF. $1,200/month. 695-4742.
One-bedroom apartment for rent in a brand new complex
off Colonial, half a mile east of Alafaya, 5 minutes from
UCF, sparkling clean pool, fitness room. Second floor,
northern lake exposure, w / d , gas, only $438 per month.
382-6607.
Pontiac Bonneville, '88, ice cold a/c, power everything,
cruise runs great, blue interior, cool white exterior, asking
$3,950. Matt, 823-5574 or 677-9579.
Professional male needs 1 roommate F/M, N / S to share
4 bedroom, 2 baths, Waterford Lakes home. Lots of room
and extras. $500 includes all except phone. Good
references. Todd, 384-9770 or 380-3737. Available June.
Sofa and loveseat, manufactureed by Klaussner, green
and white stripes. Excellent condition. Cornices to match
in same fabric included (7' and 4.5') $550 firm. Chris, 6777123.
Time share condo for sale, ocean front, red time, w / d in
unit, second floor, Daytona Beach. Sacrifice $2,000. All
dues paid. 293-3491.
Twin bed set, orthopaedic with frame, $100. Comforter
set, female dresser with mirror, $100. Everything like new,
823-2092 or 679-0907.
Toyota Camry, '86, excellent condition. Ice cold a/c, stereo
cassette, new tires. Must sell. $2,600 OBO. 823-5742.
Toyota Camry, '86, a/c, sunroof, rebuilt automatic trans.,
high miles, but well maintained. $2,400 OBO. Eric, 8231011 days or 677-5337.

Wanted
Copy of "Hooked on Phonics" videotape. Tina, 823-2889.
"G" Railroad train or accessories. Also Johnson Bros,
china, white "Athena." Richard, 823-2419.

Looking for a college student for babysitting for a 11year -old daughter. Transportation would be a plus, but
not necessary. Karen, 823-6109 or Bob, 823-5608.
Postcards, scenic postcards depicting daytime views of
city skylines, stadiums, arenas, coliseums and colleges.
Will gladly reimburse for cost. Greg, 452-9847 or 632-1111,
extension 65552.
Rider(s) to Seattle/Portland area. Leave June 23 and
return Aug. 14. '94 Volvo. Bettie Sommer, 678-9383.
Ride wanted to and from Christmas, FL to work at UCF.
Will pay generously. 823-3091.
Share home, 3 bedroom, 1-1/2 bath. In ground pool,
washer/dryer available, share utilities in SE Orlando.
$200 per month. Day 823-6100 or evenings 380-1718.
Someone to sew/make slip covers for couch, love seat
and chair. Tina, 823-2889.
Used Mac color w/68030 (i.e., IISI) computer, 823-3309 or
767-0478.
Used truck, 87-89 Nissan, Isu., or Mazda. Jim, 823-2384 or
281-1627.

Miscellaneous
Free cats—2-year old male cats, neutered, declawed, all
shots, very affectionate. One is black/white and other is
gray/white. Judy, 823-3039 or 327-1314 evenings.
Home to share—responsible female, non-smoker. $365
per month, includes cable and utilities. Good references
needed. 381-0278.
Mountain cabin for rent, 2 bedrooms, 2-story, sleeps 6.
Full kitchen, living room, fireplace. Located in Wildwood
on Pink Mountain in the North Georgia Mountains.
Aprox. 4 miles from Helen, Georgia. Famous for its
Octoberfest. Whitewater rafting, tubing, horseback riding,
etc. 8-hour drive from Orlando. $250 per week. Linda,
855-0881 or 823-6102.
Vacation in Little Switzerland, N.C., home on private
mountain 800 feet above the Switzerland Inn. Club
membership privileges. Architecturally unique and
beautiful. Ideal location for sports, the arts, scenic beauty,
nature, festivals and gem mining. See photos. $375 per
week. 678-9383.
Vacation rental, high North Carolina mountains near
Blueridge Parkway, Asheville. Hiking, golf, art, gem
mining, festivals. Small private home with club membership, $375. Have photos to show. 678-9383.
Editor's note: Classified a d s can b e faxed (8233403) m a i l e d or h a n d delivered to Public Affairs,
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n Building, r o o m 338. T h e y m u s t b e
received n o later t h a n copy d e a d l i n e date p r i n t e d on
the b o t t o m of p a g e 1. N o a d s will b e accepted over
t h e t e l e p h o n e . For further information, call 8232502.

SALOMON, continued from page 5
important rule about values.
Values are not negotiable. While you can compromise
in a baseball strike, you can never compromise your
# values.
Our first value is loyalty to the nation. Upon entry
into the Army, I took an oath to the nation, to the
constitution and our chain of command. An oath to be
, loyal and to support and defend the nation. It's serious
business for us. Loyalty to the nation can take many
forms. In the military, we defend the nation with our life.
But loyalty is also other things not quite so dramatic, but
% just as important. Being loyal to the nation means being a
good citizen. Exercising your right to vote. Getting
involved in your community. Volunteering.
Loyalty to the nation is not a corny idea. In my years
* of service, I've been to a lot of places and seen a lot of
things. There is not better place or system on earth than
America. Loyalty to your nation is a good foundation for
all other values.
•
Our next value is loyalty to your unit. In the Armed
Forces, we take that to mean loyalty to your branch of
service, to the Army or to the Air Force. Also, loyalty to
your ship or your battalion, your immediate organization.
* If you're loyal to your unit, whether that organization is
IBM or the U.S. Army, you'll be a team player, verses a
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team member.
Team members are just along for the ride. Team
members aren't committed to the organization.
Organizations made up of only team members tend to
fail. On the other hand, team players are loyal to the unit.
Team players aren't along just for the ride; they care about
the direction the unit is headed. Team players have a
stake in the unit. An organization made up of team
players is more likely to succeed.
Our third professional value is selfless service. This is
the opposite of being a self-server. A selfless server will
consider the needs of the organization before his own. A
selfless server will seek tough jobs. A selfless server will
go the extra mile to accomplish the mission. And, a
selfless server can be counted upon to stay the course.
We've all seen self-servers. A self-server looks out for
"me" as opposed to looking out for the "we's." No one
wants to work for a self-server or have a self-server work
for them. Leaders and organizations seek out selfless
servers to be on the team. Organizations comprised of
selfless servers tend to succeed.
My final professional value is personal responsibility.
Personal responsibility involved commitment and selfdiscipline. A person who exercises personal responsibility
will "go for it."

The Army has a great slogan that really sums up the
concept of personal responsibility: "Be all you can be."
Think about that as a concept of personal responsibility.
Be all you can be. If you are being all you can be, you
always will be trying your hardest. You always will be
giving your best.
Charles Schultz once wrote that life is like a tenspeed bike in that is has gears we never use. If you have
personal responsibility like I'm describing, you'll use all
ten gears and then some. With that kind of personal
responsibility, that type of personal commitment, you
won't look back with regret on what might have been.
Well, there you have it. Four simple values: loyalty to
the nation, loyalty to your organization, selfless service
and personal responsibility. If you live by these values,
nothing will be impossible. I'm not going to tell you that.
The next time someone tells you nothing is impossible,
ask them to dribble a football.
What I will tell you is that you have received a firstclass education. Your faculty has given you the tools with
which to reason. When you combine those tools with a set
of values, you'll have the foundation to make a difference.
The University of Central Florida has a great reputation—
one that will enhance as you make your mark in the
world. I congratulate you and wish you success.
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CALENDAR
June
1
• Computer Seminar: Advanced
Access v2.0 for Windows. Details:
823-6255

1-2
• Center for Professional
Development: ISO 9000 Overview,
Documentation & Implementation,
8:30 a.m.- 5 p.m. Details: 823-6100

1-4
• Center for Professional
Development Summer Camp:
NCA Cheer I. Details: 823-6110

1-11
•Theatre UCF: "The Foreigner,"
by Larry Shue. Details: 823-1500

2
• Computer Seminar: Intro to
PowerPoint 4.0 for Windows.
Details: 823-6255

8

Program, 8-10 a.m. Details: 8235554
• Computer Seminar: Intro to
Windows 3.1. Details: 823-6255

• Small Business Development
Center: Doing Business with Prime
Contractors (Cocoa), 1-5 p.m.
Details: 823-5554
• Computer Seminar: Advanced
• Center for Professional
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows rel. 4.0.
Development Summer Camp:
Details: 823-6255
UCA Dance. Details: 823-0417

13-16

14-16
• Small Business Development
• Center for Professional
Center: Doing Business with Prime Development: SPC (Statistical
Contractors (Orlando), 1 p.m.-5
Process Control,) 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
pm. Researching Answers to
Details: 823-6100
Marketing Questions, 8:30 a.m.noon. Loan Proposal, Part A, 9
• Small Business Development
a.m.-noon. Details: 823-5554
Center:
Practical Personnel Tips,
• Computer Seminar: Advanced
8-10 a.m. Details: 823-5554
PowerPoint v4.0 for Windows.
• Computer Seminar: Intro to
Details: 823-6255
PageMaker for the Macintosh.
Details: 823-6255
• Summer Football Camps Session
1: Junior Knight Camp, ages 9-13.
• Orientation: FTIC session Details: 823-5506
Session 1. Details: 823-5105
15-25
• Screening of selected UCF
•Theatre UCF: "Barefoot in the
student films, 1995 Florida Film
Park," by Neil Simon. Details:
Festival. Enzian Theatre, 9 a.m.823-1500
noon. Details: 823-3456

15

9-11

15-16

10

•CLAST test. Details: 823-5109
• Graduate Record Exam. Details:
823-5109
• Contrapunto, singing group
representing Bolivia, VAB
auditorium, 8 p.m. Details: 8235676

6
• Computer Seminar: Intro to
PowerPoint 3.0 for the Macintosh.
Details: 823T6255
• Small Business Development
Center: Financing Your Business,
1-3 p.m. Details: 823-5554
• Computer Seminar: Intro to Word
6.0 for Windows. Details: 823-6255

7-10
• Center for Professional
Development Summer Camp:
NCA Cheer II. Details: 823-0417

11-17
• Center for Professional
Development Summer Camp:
Florida Area Health Camp.
Details: 823-6110

12

Phillips Hall,
room 115
4-5:15 p.m.
1995
•Aug. 31
•Sept. 28
•Oct. 26
• Nov. 30
1996
•Jan.25
•Feb. 22
•March 21
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• Small Business Development
Center: Loan Proposal, Part B, 9
a.m.-noon. Details: 823-5554
• Computer Seminar: Intro to
WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows.
Details: 823-6255

16-18

• Law School Admission Test
(LSAT). Details: 823-6110
• Computer Seminar: Intro to Excel • Summer Football Camps Session
5.0 for Windows. Details: 823-6255 2: High School and Team Camp,
ages 14-17. Details: 823-5506

12-July 5

• Center for Professional
Development Grammar Review.
Details: 823-6110

13
• Small Business Development
Center: Proactive Safety:
Implementing An Effective Safety

Faculty Senate Meeting Schedule
1995-1996
Faculty Senate

16

Steering Committee
Business Administration
Building, room 472
4-5:30 p.m.
1995
Meetings may be scheduled
during the summer term

•Sept. 14
•Oct. 12
•Nov. 9
1996
•Jan. 11
•Feb. 8
• March 7
• March 28

18-21
• Summer Football Camps Session
3: Kicking/Punting, ages 9-17.
Details: 823-5506

19
• Computer Seminar: Intro to

Windows 3.1. Details: 823-6255

19-22
• Center for Professional
Development Summer Camp:
NCA Dance. Details: 823-0417

20-21
• Orientation: FTIC - Summer.
Details: 823-5105

21
• Small Business Development
Center: Financing Your Business,
1-3 p.m. Details: 823-5554
• Computer Seminar: Advanced
Word 6.0 for Windows. Details:
823-6255
• Annual USPS Retirees7 reception,
Presdent's Board Room., 2:30-4
p.m. Details: 823-3213
• Computer Seminar: Advanced
Excel for the Macintosh. Details:
823-6255

22
• Small Business Development
Center: Basics of Selling to the
Government (Cocoa), 9 a.m.-noon.
Loan Proposal, Part A, 5:30-8:30
p.m. Details: 823-5554
•Orientation: FTIC/Transfers Summer B. Details: 823-5105
• Computer Seminar: Access v2.0
Application Development. Details:
823-6255

Library Exhibits:
• Images of Italy, by Anthony
Cervone, Professor, Department of
Foreign Languages and
Literatures.
• Bryant West Indies Collection,
by Special Collections, Library.
• Networking with the
Community to Enhance Business
Leadership, by Pamela Lewis,
director, Center for Executive
Development
• Traditional Crafts of Japan, by
Special Collections, Library.

THEATRE UCF
Theatre UCF has announced its productions for this summer
and for the 1995-96 academic year.
The summer season will run June 1-11 with the Larry Shue
comedy "The Foreigner" and will continue June 15-25 with "Barefoot in the Park." Jane Martin's "Keely and Du" will be presented
June 29-July 9 (the first production of this award-winning drama in
the area) and Maxwell Anderson's "The Bad Seed" is July 13-23.
Theatre UCF's 1995-96 season will consist of the comedies "I
Hate Hamlet," "I'm Not Rappaport" and "A Flea in Her Ear." Dramas will include "Rashomon" and "Good." The musical "Camelot"
will also be performed. For more information, call 823-1500.

Do you have an idea that would save UCF money,
generate revenue or just improve campus conditions Or Safety? Faculty, students and staff can submit those ideas
to the Suggestion Award Program. Adopted suggestions could win you
prizes or cash. Two 1994 prize winners won a total of $12,000. Whether
your suggestions are adopted or not, you could win a prize through the
Suggestion of the Month Contest. This contest is ongoing, and prizes are
awarded each month to the two best suggestions that were submitted the
previous month. Suggestion forms are available in the University Personnel Services Office, Administration Building, room 230. Your ideas can
make $en$e.
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